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Introduction
Poplars are versatile deciduous
trees with several uses. Their
extensive root systems help to
stabilise soil on hill slopes and
some cultivars are suitable for
shelter belts. Poplar foliage has a
similar nutritional value to lucerne
hay with leaves and soft stems
having a digestibility of  80%. Poplar
is a recognised forestry species
overseas where it is used for paper
and fibre board manufacture,
veneers, furniture and matches. With
correct siting and management
there is potential in New Zealand for
poplar to produce medium density
utility timber, although the poplar
market in New Zealand is small and
fragmented.

Poplar Selection and
Management
The main cultivars currently
available in New Zealand are listed
overleaf. Those with a relatively high
basic wood density are the most
likely to produce acceptable sawn
timber, providing trees are correctly
tended. Poplar growth rates are
generally fast and most cultivars will
have good form if selected for local
site conditions. Poplars grow best
on deep friable soils with good
summer moisture. On shallow or
droughty soils growth rates are slow
and establishment of unrooted
(pole) material is poor.

To grow saw logs, plant poplars on
sheltered sites with deep moist
soils and form prune to maintain a
straight  central stem. Establish
poplars at around 200 stems per
hectare (sph) to optimise timber
volume.  For agroforestry (grazing
and timber production) a spacing of
100 sph is recommended.

For soil conservation purposes
plantings are localised around
erosion features and average
25-40 sph.

Establishment
Woody poplar material readily forms
roots without any sort of specialised
propagation technique. Poplars can
be planted out directly as 20 cm
cuttings, 60–100 cm stakes, or as
2.5–3.0 metre long poles. All poplar
planting should be done during
dormancy, i.e. June to September.

For establishment of cuttings and
stakes, exclude livestock from
plantings and control weeds  or
moisture competition will cause
heavy losses in the first season.

The preferred material for
establishing shelterbelts is one year
old 2–3 metres high sapling
material, commonly called “rooted
cuttings”. Rooted cuttings are also
recommended for poplar
establishment on marginal sites,
and to promote early development of
good form.  Rooted cuttings are too
light to plant in the presence of cattle
but can withstand sheep grazing if
protected by a Treegard®  (plastic
netting) sleeve and two rubbing
stakes. (see Sustainable Options
LM25: Multipurpose Exotic Tree
Species).

On droughty sites, cut rooted stock
back to a bud at 40 cm above
ground level. Trees managed this
way will withstand seasonal dryness
during  establishment. To establish
poplars in the presence of livestock,
plant 3 metre poles, using a pole
driver (see Sustainable Options
LM21: Management and Uses of
Willow Species).

If cattle are present, such material
must have a butt (large end)
diameter of at least 80 mm and the
pole should be straight.  A pole
protector is also required.  If the
planting is not going to be exposed
to cattle for the first two seasons, a
Treegard®  sleeve can be used.
This requires fixing in place with
small (15 mm) staples top and
bottom, and will eventually
breakdown at around 6 or 7 years
after planting when the tree has
developed robust bark and a
diameter of  20 cm or more.

If the planting is going to be exposed
to cattle at the outset, use Dynex®
(smooth plastic) sleeves.  These
sleeves discourage stock rubbing
but poles may be broken if less than
the minimum recommended butt
diameter. Dynex® sleeves are
designed to split off trees as they
outgrow the sleeve.  When this
happens, bark under the sleeve is
tender and has a limited period of
susceptibility to stock damage.
When trees show the first signs of
outgrowing Dynex® sleeves, remove
protectors and exclude stock from
the planting for several weeks while
bark hardens. This operation is best
performed in late summer/early
autumn.

‘Kawa’ poles two years after planting
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For further information and advice, contact
your local land management officer at
Environment Bay of Plenty:

Telephone: 0800 ENV BOP (368 267)
Facsimile: 0800 ENV FAX (368 329)
Pollution Hotline: 0800 73 83 93
Email: info@envbop.govt.nz
Website: www.envbop.govt.nz
Address: 5 Quay Street, P O Box 364,
Whakatane, New Zealand

This fact sheet was prepared by Colin Stace

This fact sheet was last updated June 2004

Tending
To produce saw logs, poplar trees
must be pruned. Pole plantings also
benefit from pruning to maintain
good form.

Two years after planting, remove
most of the growth on the top of the
pole to leave a single strong leader.
Subsequently prune at two yearly
intervals to remove forking and
maintain the central leader.  With
cuttings and stakes, or rooted trees
that have been cut back to 40 cm at
planting, begin form pruning in the
first season (January). Prune off
most shoots to leave a single,

straight leader. Thereafter remove
forks (competing leaders) once a
year until sufficient diameter has
developed to allow side lift pruning.
When poplar stem diameters reach
12 cm, side lift pruning will limit the
knotty core in saw logs and reduce
pasture shading, while also
providing some forage for livestock.
Poplar prunings are readily eaten by
livestock and 1.4 kg of fresh poplar
leaves per stock unit  is sufficient for
daily feed maintenance.  All pruning
operations are best carried out in
early autumn and side lift pruning
should not exceed more than half
the total tree height.


